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AEmmCT 
In order t o  be.lef it fran experience gained from the 
synchronization of operatianal wideband dig i ta l  net- 
works, a survey was made of three such system: 
Data Transnission Canpany, Western Union Telegraph 
Canpany, and the Computer m i c a t i o n s  Group of 
the Trans-Canada Telephone System. Additional infor- 
mation was obtained fran A W  relative t o  the i r  
Switched Digital Neturork. 
The focus of the survey was on deployment and opera- 
t ional experience from a practical (as opposed t o  
theoretical) viewpoint. The objective ws t o  pro- 
vide 6 report on the results of deployrnent-how the 
systems perfomxi and wherein the p e r f o m c e  
differed fran that predicted or intended in the 
design. It also attempted t o  determine how the 
various system designers muld use the  benefit of 
hindsight i f  they could design those same s y s t e m  
today. 
No conclusions o r  evaluations of the network per- 
f o m c e  are provided i n  the report. Hmver ,  
sane of the differences in  requirements b e e n  the 
carmercial netwDrks surveyed and those of strategic,  
survivable networks, such a s  the  Defense Cammica- 
tims Systan, are noted. 
There are (were) several sideband dig i ta l  carmunications netmrks 
operating which incorporate synchronization system. Most of these net- 
wrks wleze originally conceived and developed i n  the l a t e  sixties and 
ear ly  seventies, and in i t i a l ly  deployed i n  the ear ly  seventies. This 
paper describes the resul ts  of a survey which a t t q t e d  t o  learn of 
practical aspects and experiences in the  design, deployment and operation 
of these networks. 
Three specific system surveyed are the switched digi tal  network 
developed by the Data Transnission Canpany and now operated by SP Cur+ 
munications (hereafter called the Datran System); the d ig i ta l  netmrk 
deployed and operated by the b rpu te r  Chmmications Group of the Trans- 
Canada Telephone System (Dataroute) and a d ig i ta l  system developed by the 
Western Union Telegraph Co. (hereafter called t he  WU systan). With the 
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exception of the WU S~stem, these netmrks are in service today. The 
Western Union systan was put into operation in late 1971 and f i e l d  trials 
conducted for several mnths. The system was never put into service, 
and has since been dismantled. 
A kief description of each major subsystm of the three iletmrks is 
given. It is follmwl by a set of questions which w r e  psed to per- 
sow?l associated w i t h  each of the networks in the developnent and 
early operational phases. These questions were posed during meetings 
with the personnel for each of the systerns. Original plans wxe to in- 
clude a section on the &-ivate-line Digital Data Systen (DDS) deployed 
by American Telephone and Telegraph. However, due to pending litiga- 
tion, AT&T personnel were unable to provide informtion on DDS. An in- 
terview was s~~btituted which covered Bell's planning for timing and 
qnchronization of the network of No. 4ESS switching centers referred 
to as the Switched Data Netmrk (SDN). 
The paper concludes with a * -m~lry  of the survey and a general can- 
parison of timing/synchronization (T/S) considerations for the camrer- 
cial netmrks described with those for a strategic military netmrk 
such as the DCS. Many of the features important to a military system 
SLI& as the DCS need not be considered in a camnercial systen. Survi- 
vability m y  be of hterest to a camnercial nebark, but not enough to 
hiinate design trade-offs. Thus, while the engineering, planning, and 
design of the coarmercial netw~rks, along with the operational experien- 
ces, are of interest in planning military netmrks, the t m  applica- 
tions have distinctions that can heavily sway design trade-offs and 
decisions in different ways. 
Questions posed to the technical personnel associated with the three 
digital systans (WU, Datran, Dataro~zte) were as follows: 
A. Fundmntai kasons for Choosing Timing and Synchronization 
(T/S) As Implmnted. 
1. What were criteria used for selecting T/S system? 
2. Were other types T/S systgn considered? 
3, On what basis was final choice made-performance analysis; 
cost analysis; OfM analysis; simulation; other? 
4. Is system reference to UIC or other standard necessary and/ 
or desirable? 
5. How was ccanpatibility with other systans (international, 
militaq, other comn carriers, etc.) a factor in the sys- 
tan selection/design? 
B. Theoretical Design of Chosen T/S System 
1. What wexe the main criteria in specifying the T/S system? 
Did it have to "marry" existing hardware, etc.? 
2. Specifications of Hardware 
(a) Stabili ty - long/short term 
(b) Reliability 
(c) Jitter reduction 
(dl Cost goals 
(el O/M aspects 
3. What were driving c r i t e r i a  on timing distaibution waveforms, 
interfaces, etc. "downstream" fran clocks, i.e., between 
MLlX's, f m  MLIX's to user, etc.? 
C. Practical D e s i m g i n e e r i n g  Considerztions 
1. Were any unusual obstacles met in the dcsign/developnent of 
hardware? 
2 .  Were specifications as  finally met t ighter o r  looser than 
original specifications? 
D. In i t i a l  Field Deployment, Testing, O&M 
1. In the field trials and early operation of the netwrk, were 
any unusual problems encountered? 
(a) Were craf tsnen able to install, test, troubleshoot, or  
was system so foreign that  engineers w e  needed? 
(b) Was elaborate/non-routine test @ p e n t  needed? 
2. Are there any changes to system design that ,  in retrospect, 
would enhance or  otherwise fa?~orably influence i n i t i a l  f ie ld  
deployment and testing? 
E. System Operations Ekperience 
1. Has system operated as  expected? If not, what has arisen 
that was  unexpected? 
2. Is performance adequate in retrospect? 
3. Is re l iabi l i ty  adequate i n  retrospect? Is redundancy used? 
4. Is nlaintainability adequate i n  retrospect? What have been 
MITI? experiences? 
5. Is f lexibi l i ty  for growth/change acceptable i n  retros,pct? 
Are any future requirements now foreseen that muld have 
-influenced design? 
F. Any Other Information Useful to U.S. G o v m t / D o D  i n  Planning 
for the Defense C o d c a t i o n s  System (DCS)? 
WESTERN UNION DIGITAL N'IZWORK 
The Western Union ~ e l q F h  Company netmrk in this survey was op- 
erated as  a testbed unt i l  it was dimantled in  l a t e  1973 or early 1974. 
me system util ized l inmf-s igh t  microwave as  the basic trunking med- 
iun and provided point-to-pint data services. The system, while only 
deployed over a limited area (Cincinnati to Atlanta) was conceived and 
designed to be eventually expanded on a nationwide basis. 
The systm util ized partial  response d ig i ta l  signals in the 1- 
baseband portion of an existing andlog microwave radio system. Sinnil- 
taneously, 600 FI3M voice channels occupied the upper baseband. 
The system was originally planned and designed around a five-level 
time division multiplex hierarchy. The f i f t h  level of multiplexing 
(20 or 40 Mb/s output) was never implermted. 
Both the planned and impiemented systans q l o y e d  a hybrid synchro- 
nizing arrangement wherein the f i r s t  (or lower) t w  levels of milti- 
plexing w e  synchronous system-wide while the top ttm (or three) lev- 
els of multiplexing employed pulse stuffing. This design, using asyn- 
chronous operation for the higher level multiplexers, minimized the use 
of high speed e las t i c  stores, or  h f f e r s .  Path length changes and oth- 
er multi-bit delay variations were taken care of by the pulse-stuffing 
capability. Thus, the netmrk was a hybrid, i.e., it was not purely 
synchronous or asynchronous. 
The timing and synchronization system likewise was a hybrid in t h a t  
it was conceived a s  a mixture of both master-slave and independent 
mster types of systems. The s-t of the planned system which was 
deployed beheen  Atlanta and Cincinnati was basically operated as  a 
master-slave system, but had the hybrid capability. 
The timing and synchronization subsystem of the Western Union net- 
mrk  was bui l t  around a set of redundant Disciplined Osc i l l a t~ r s  a d  a 
corresponding Interface Unit. The Disciplined Oscillators are basi- 
cally phaselocked loops (PLL's) and the Interface Unit is a control 
circui t  which selects the reference source to which the P U ' s  are 
locked. 
For master-slave operation of the network, a highly s M l e  oscilla- 
tar such as  a rubidium stardard is fed into the Interface U n i t  a t  the 
mster station. All other station clocks in  the netmrk then receive 
their rsference f m  one or  more of the 56 kb/s synchronous data chan- 
nels emanating d m  fran this mster. A t  these slaved stations, the 
Interface Unit selects which 56 kb/s signal i s  tc be used as  the re- 
ference. 
For independent master operatiofi, each node i n  the system where ti- 
h g  is d e r i v d  has a Lman-C receiver subsysta.  This subsystem re- 
ceives a ground wave signal f m  the Loran< system and integrates it 
for a long period t o  provide a highly stable 1 MHZ signal to the In- 
terface Unit and th=nce to the Disciplined Oscillators. A l l  stations 
deriving timing fran the Loran< system are thus synchronized. 
The Disciplined Oscillators are the heart of the Western Union ti- 
ming and synchronization system. They were designed using a voltage- 
controlled crystal oscillator and a third-order feedback loop with 
three time constants. The third time constant of appra~imtely 200,000 
seconds provides a highly stable output for several days i n  absence of 
an input reference. ?he thjrd order loop remmbers the rate of change 
of t h  difference i n  frequency behem the internal VQ(O a d  the refer- 
ence frequency. When the input signal is renmred, the feedback loop 
continues to correct for this difference. Thus, i f  the reference has 
m i n e d  unchanged, when. it is reapplied, the d r i f t  rate of the VCXO 
w i l l  have been ccmpensated as  i f  the reference had not been lost. The 
other t m  tire constants are 50,000 seconds for the second loop and 
(switch selectable) 5, 25, or 500 seconds for the f i r s t  loop. 
Because the Western Union system w a s  never made fully operatio'ml, 
sane of the questions asked were not directly answerable as noted below. 
A. ~urdament& Rec-mns for Choosing WU T/S ~ G s t e m  as  Implemented 
There were several cri teria used i n  selectins the Western Union svs- 
tern as  implmted .  Cost was a primary consid&ation in  choosing a 
synchronous system in that it was f e l t  that the relatively large num- 
bers of lower level multiplexers could be much simpler. The reason for 
choosing asynchronous higher level ml+iplexers was to avoid the re- 
latively large costs of high speed elast ic stores. A synchrolmus mde 
for the lower level multiplexers wuld also allow switched circuit op- 
eratian, ard this was the prinary reason for selecting a ~ m u s  
netmrk. 
The master-slave technique, augmented by an indepedent master cap- 
ability, was chosen for its simplicity of design and operation. A t  the 
time, it appeared that this technique, along with hiependent clocks, 
was -11 within the state of the art and achievable i n  practice, where- 
as systems such as mutual synchronization were considered (by Western 
Union) as  unproven and questionable. 
The independent clocks system was also considered, but it was con- 
cl.ded that the cost of avoiding periodically overflowing buffers was 
law enough to be w e l l  worthwhile. F!rogramnd, o r  scheduled, error 
bursts associated with resetting buffers was judged unpalatable fran a 
mrketing point of view. 
The final system clmice was made on the basis of enginezring j ag -  
mt about practical aspects and associated technical risks. -licit  
in this jdgment was a performance, cost, and maintainability assess- 
mt. Simulations were  not used. 
Smile brief consideration of using the network T/S system to distr i-  
bute precise time was given. It was judged, hamer, that no market 
existed b justify the expmse. Being able to synchronize the systan 
to another system was judged desirable ard was a factor in choosing 
the master-slave technique. It was f e l t  a t  Western Union that eventu- 
al ly it muld be desirable to synchronize with (slave to) other U.S. 
cmmn carriers. 
B. Theorectical Design of WU T/S Systm . 
-- 
Several important aspects were considered when specifying the Wes- 
tern Union T/S systm. It was in i t i a l ly  planned to use a data signal- 
below-analog technique on existing analog radio systems and/or group 
band rodems and/or leased T-1 f ac i l i t i e s  a s  the transmission media be- 
tween nodes. Thus the system design, including the T/S equipnent, had 
to be compatible with these transmission methcds. The capability of 
the Interface Unit t o  accept 56 KHz, 1.544 MHz and 1 MHz reference s i g -  
nals ref lects  this requiranent. 
Another important criterion i n  specirying the T/S system was the 
requi rd  mean t ime  to loss of b i t  count integrity a t  a node when the 
source of timing reference was lost.  It was f e l t  that b i t  count inte- 
gr i ty should be maintained for  up to sev r a l  days i f  possible. To pro- 5 vide this, a s tabi l i ty  of one part i n  10 per day was chosen as  the de- 
sign goal. 
Cost was also an important design criterion. In conjunction with 
the necessary re l iabi l i ty  it was decided that the master-slave sys- 
tem augmnted with a back-up I;oran-C receiver/mnitor was the mst cost 
effective way to provide station timing throughout the netmrk. An 
overall goal of Western Union was to develop the d ig i ta l  system to per- 
m i t  service a t  rates Ldaw the corresponding analog derived channels. 
The station clock system cost approximately $25,000 in  1972 dollars 
which was f e l t  to be cmpatible with overall cost goals. 
The following specificatior,~ were used for the developnent of the 
Western Union T/S equipnent. 
a. Stability - long/short t . 
Design g m l  of tl x 1FJ burs 
b. Reliability - no re l iabi l i ty  nmbers such as  MI'BF' were used. 
However, Western union engineers f e l t  that the T/S equipnent 
should be of such re l iabi l i ty  that  overall systm re l iabi l i ty  
wuld be determined by the radio system's IWI3F and propgation 
path availability. 
c. Jitter Reduction - no j i t t e r  reduction specifications were 
given. 
d. Cost Goals - an appmximate capital  expenditure goal of 
$25,000 per statior, clock was used , not including spares pro- 
visioning or mintenance costs. 
e. O/M Aspects - no MITR o r  other maintenance related goals m e  
specified. 
The design of the signal/clock waveforms beheen the T/S system 
and the multiplexers and between the various multiplexer levels was 
driven principally by the desire to be amptible with existing stan- 
dards. In most cases, the standards w e r e  not formally specified i n  the 
ear1.y 70's but were de facto standards as  perceived by the Wstern 
Union engineering staff .  This basically led to using the T--1 bipolar 
f o m t  without separate clock signals wherever possible in  the system. 
C. MI Practical Designrngineering Considerations 
The only unusual or unforeseen obgbcles encountered in the develop- 
ment of the Western Union system did not re la te  specifically to the T/S 
system. In the older radio system used betheen Atlanta and Cincinnati, 
same of the klystrons used a s  transmitter oscillators and a s  receiver 
local oscillators wxe microphonic. Mechanical vibrations were trans- 
lated to electr ical  noise Qn the baseband in  the 1- frequency spec- 
trum, which caused poor performance of the d ig i ta l  system. It was also 
found that phase and smplitule l ineari ty of the radio system tllere criti- 
cal, especially a s  the 600 cjlannel voice system above the digi tal  sig- 
na l  (on the b a s e h i )  was ioaded with t raf f ic .  I f  the phase/amplitude 
characteristics were m t  very w e l l  aligned, i n t e d u l a t i o n  products 
f r m  the voice signals f e l l  i n  the baseband used by the d ig i ta l  signal 
and degraded perfoxmance. 
All specifications on the T/S system were met i n  the design of the 
equiprent. It is not krvlwn what margin was achieved. i.e., haw much 
performance exceeded specification. 
D. WU - In i t i a l  Fiald Depl ~yrmt, Testing, O m  
- .- No unusual problems v i e r e ' d u n t e r e d  in f ield deployment other than 
those of the micrapbnic k l y s t n : ~  and tke exacting phase/li-~earity 
requirmts. The syster was be* operated a s  a test-bed, and engi- 
neers were used extensively tc put it inta  operation. No legitimate 
rneasure of haw w e l l  OIL, craft-- or other lower skill-level personnel 
a u l d  hadle the systan was obtained. 
Digital t e s t  equiprent was not widely available a t  the time, espe- 
c ia l ly  b i t  error ra te  test equiprat, but these pmblesns were not pe- 
culiar to  the T/S system. Non-routine test equipmt was not required 
for the T/S equiprat, and in today's e n v i r o m t ,  one wuld not v t  
b i t  error r a t e  equi-t to present a problem. 
In retrospect, no changes to the T/S system design which m l d  en- 
hance or  otherwise iavorably influence the f ie ld  deployment and testing 
are known by the Western Union people. 
E. WU Systan operations -- Experience 
The Western Union systesn did not go into regular carmercial service 
so questions about operational experience generally are not answerable. 
Based on the several mnths of f ield t r i a l s ,  the system was judged to 
be performing as  acpccted. Technical performance, re l iabi l i ty ,  and 
maintainability are f e l t  to have been as  design& and no readily obvious 
change would be apparent. No  f lexibi l i ty  for  growth o r  change require- 
~mts have been identified. When queried about requiranente now fore- 
1 
seen that would have influenced design, the Western Union engineers re- 
sponded tha t  the deploynmt and growth of AT&T8s Digital Data Systen 
(DDS) muld probably influence any such system they wuld design today. 
Far interoperability reasons, ard for cost/simplicity considerat~ons, 
a design today m r l d  probably take a timing/synchmnization reference 
signal f r m  DDS a t  one o r  mre locations and then d i s t r i b v ~  t h i s  over 
the Western Union netmrk in  the master-slave fashion. The Uran-C 
capability wuld  not l ikely be implemented. 
F. Other Information Useful t o  DoD Planning of DCS 
The Western Union dig i ta l  systems design/deploymmt experience did 
mt resul t  in specific T/S infomation other than tha t  described above. 
An opinion was ventured by the *stern Union engineers with regard to 
overall d ig i ta l  system, however: i f  possible, DoD would he we11 advised 
to avoid trying a hybrid system such as  the d ig i ta l  MUX's on an analog 
radio. They feel  t h a t  the mst cost-effective, least tr'oublesane route 
to f o l l w  today muld be to in i t i a t e  any such system a s  a puxe digi ta l  
netmrk, and not attgnpt to incorporate existing hardware. 
CANADIAN DATAROUTE 
The Trans-Canada Telephone System (KT'S) is an association of eight 
of the largest tel~comnunications ccknpanies i n  Canada. W i t h i n  EX'S, 
the Ccmputer cormmication Group (CCG) is dedicated to data camrunica- 
tions services. A f t e r  i n i t i a l  experb ta l  mrk in 1971 with a syn- 
chronous d ig i ta l  netmrk, CCG announced the developnent of a much mre 
expanded synchronous d ig i ta l  nebark called the Dataroute. The system 
provides point-to-pint service t o  fifteen ~lletropolitan areas i n  Cana- 
da. It is presently in service carrying custaner t raff ic .  Its timing 
and synchronization system is basically a variation of the master-slave 
technique. 
The Datamute system was designed t o  u t i l i ze  existing long haul 
f ac i l i t i e s  of the member carmon carriers of TCTS. Fbst of the long 
haul f ac i l i t i e s  of these carriers are 5 QIz micrawam radio systems. 
Group band (12 equivalent 4 kHz voice channels) modems are the basic 
method employed i n  tP.e l)ataroum system to u t i l i ze  these microwave fac- 
ilities. These modems, used over the analog system, provide a 56 kb/s 
&me1 which is the basic tnrk for the d ig i ta l  systan. The nudm 
typically interfaces w i t h  group level equipnent i n  a F'DM carrier sys- 
tan. 
An alternate m y  of providing 56 kb/s trunks for Dataroute is by 
use of a Time Slot Access Unit on T1  fac i l i t ies .  This equipnent con- 
verts the 56 kb/s signal to a 64 kb/s data stream suitable for inser- 
tion directly into a PCM voice channel. This type trunking is used in  
Dataroute where T1 facilities are available. 
Chaiielizing for Dataroute is provided by a two-level time division 
dtiplex system. The highest lwel multiplexer is bit interleaved and 
syxhromus on both the input iud output. It provides channels for all 
circuits of 2400 b/s or greater speeds. It can be programed for any 
ambination of input channel speeds which arc multiples of 200 b/s. The 
wltiplexer in omjunction with the T/S subsystem minimizes delay 
through the network by t i m e  aligning all transmit and receive frames at 
a .node. This capability to align the transnit and receive f r m s  al- 
lacs channels to contain s~ltiplexed channels which need not be de- 
mltiplexed as the -site channel is patched through a node on a 
dropand-insert basis. This is achiwed without adding framing over- 
head to nniltiplex the subchannels. This time aligmt also all- 
patching data signals only (no clock) between multiplexers. 
The second level multiplexer is norrrally programmed to accept both 
a bit clock and a frame clock f m  an external source (the T/S systan). 
This configuration is used at ncdes where a ?+ation clock is used - 
rmrrrrally wherever two or mre links cane together. Hcwever, at termi- 
nal sites which connect to a single other location, the multiplexer 
can be p r o g r d  to slave to a bit clock and frame clock derived di- 
rectly f m  the i n d n g  line. 
The lower or first level multiplexers used in Dataroute are char- 
acter interleaved machines which provide asynchronous low speed chan- 
nels. The high speed sides of these multiplexers are operated synchro- 
nously and feed into the low speed ports of the synchronous second le- 
vel mltiplexers described above. 
Fmm the beginning of the TCTS data camrunications netwrk, the 
T/S system has evolved through three stages. Originally, a very simple 
mster-slave system was IIS& with a rubidium master located in lbronto. 
The next stage, and that which is primwily in operation n w  is a 
master-slave augrnentd with extra capabilities. This T/S system has 
been in operation since early 1974 in conjunction w i t h  the subsystans 
previously described and today forms the heart of the Dataroute. Data- 
route people refer to the augmented master-slave system as Hierarchical 
Master Slave (HMS) . 
Plans are presently urderway in the CCG to add ir third level of 
rrailtiplex to the Dataroute an3 with it to overlay a higher level T/S 
suksystem. This "new" T/S network will again be ~ssentially a pare 
mister-slave type which will obtain its reference fm the sartre basic 
source as the present HMS system. A new third level multiplexer and 
the new T/S system will operate at 1.544 Mb/s and will provide channels 
for the existing 56 kb/s Dataroute. The t w o  timing systans (new MS a d  
old HMS) will organize a d  run independently except for the m n  
master reference. 
The n ~ w  higher level MUX and T/S equipnents are presently in the 
early f i e l d  t r i a l  and deplayrtwt stages and are not discussed further 
in this report. 
The HMS system is d i s~vssed  i n  what follows and is referred to sin- 
ply a s  the Datarqute T/S system. 
The Dataroute T/S system is irrplunented by a master-slave system 
in which double endedness and self-organization are incorporated. 
(Directed control is of course used a s  it is inherent i n  master-slave.) 
The HMS systan is l ike  a conventional mster-slave systan in that 
netmrk timing emanates fron a stable master source located sanewhere 
near the geographical center of the n e w r k  (Tbronto i n  this case). 
This timing is fed down the netmrk in tree-like fashion. Self-organ-. 
ization is acccanplished i n  a hierarchical fashion hence the HMS m. 
Acccmpanying the timing signal is a ranking, o r  f i g ~ r e  of merit signa- 
ture  whose value a t  any location is  generally dependent on how r m t e  . 
the location is  from the master source. This signature is carried on 
a 400 b/s overhead channel. The signature is carried as  a three d i g i t  
number where d ig i t  one designates the node fran which the clock f i r s t  
originates. Digit two s ignif ies  the number of links t h a t  have -1 
traversed f r m  the node having the original  (master) clcck, and the 
third  d i g i t  carries the value of the inmediately pr ior  node. A s  Ule 
timing reaches each node and is passed on,the l a s t  t m  d i g i t s  are up- 
dated. A t  every ride i n  the nebark  each incaning 36 kb/s stream cu- 
ries such s signature. A t  a node i - r i t h  several incuning channels, the 
stream with the lowest valued signature is chosen a s  the me £ran which 
to derive timing r e f e r a c e .  Continued mnitor ing w i l l  permit the net- 
m r k  to autcmatically reconfigure i n  event of loss of m s t e r  o r  a l ink  
fa i lure;  timing loops w i l l  not be set up i n  the reconfiguration. Auk- 
matic reconfiguration w i t b u t  settincj up unstable timing loops was the 
primary reason for  using the HMS system a s  opposed to a s t ra igh t  MS 
system. 
Another sys tm feature incorporated i n  Dataroute is called Master 
Frame (MF). This concept is basically the dissemination of a framing 
epoch marker by the timirig supply a t  each node i n  addition to a b i t  
epoch marker. In the 5F kb/s system, the basic frame is 280 b its 
long, and the f r m  ey JI occurs a t  a 20C i-lz ra te .  Thuq the nodal tirii- 
ing supply, o r  stati.on clock, delivers to each multiplextr both a b i t  
clock a t  56KHz and a frame clock a t  200 Hz. This Zeliverea frame 
clock is the Master Frame. ?his m n  f r a m  marker is obviously time 
aligned a t  a l l  multiplexers i n  a given s ta t ion ax' is useful i n  mini- 
mizing delay through the netwz~rk for  a channel pakned through a sta- 
tion. This minimization m s  a b u t  because the l o w  speed input buffer 
rqLirements are minimized on each mltiplexer. The Master Frame con- 
cept also allows drop and ir?se.rt of suhnultiplexed channels without re- 
quiring werhoad framing biks f c r  the zubultiplexing. 
Another feature cs.:led UniversaJ Time Frame is impll-ment- ir. the 
Dataroute T/S systm. Uriiversal T i m  Frame (IFF) is an smkdimt of 
double endedness. This anbodiment actually involves an interfunction- 
ing of the T/S subsystem with the sea1 -! level multiplexers (56 kb/s). 
me designers of Dataroute included UTF' to further minimize netwrk 
user delays. l'key rmqnized that this feature muld also allow pre- 
cise time disserninati.on; hmever, it ic not expluited i n  the systm. 
Universal Time Frame operates a s  follcws. Consider the case where 
one of t m  cxxrmunicating nodes is slaved to the other for tix~ing diss- 
anination purposes. The bm rrrultiplexers when in i t ia l ly  put into ser- 
vice, w i l l  be p r o g r d  such that each uansmitted f i a  is advanced 
in tim (relative to local master frame) by an munt which uclightly 
exceeds the propagation 2-?ay. 'Ibis del.ay is Icnmn fran theoretical 
or  empirical (or both) oonsiderations. tiecause the f r m s  are advancd 
a t  the t r a~smi t t e r ,  they arrive a t  the f a r  end of the link (nearly) in  
phase with master £rare. The receivinj- multiplexer a t  the master sta- 
tion of the ccmnunicating pir measures the time alignment of the re- 
ceived frame by measuring the operating position of its high speed in- 
put buffer. This buff= position i.c then nmrmnicated to the slave3 
node via the over"1ead channrl previously mentioned ( w i t h  regard to the 
HMS signature iIformation). A t  the slaved node, this information is 
us& to generate an error signal ta the local station clock. This sig- 
nal causes the clock to adjust its f r q ~ e n c y  so as  to advdnce or  retard 
ttle time alignment of the frame marker. Correcting slaved clock 
olrriously adjusts it:; master frame epoch relative to the mster sta- 
tion. This continuing, dynamic correction of the slaved station's mas- 
ter f r m  obviously semes to keep the slaved frame marker time aligned 
with the rrraster station marker, and the alignrent passes down through 
the nehmrk. 
The transnittal  of buffer position information to the other node 
constitutes 3 form of double endedness. 
Specific m e r s  to the set of questiors follow: 
A. F'udmmtal Reasons for Choosing Datarouk T/S Systan a s  Iqlertlented 
EffiGency ( ra t io  of data b i t s  to data-plrs-overhead b i t s )  , ease of 
suhnultipl&ng many different rates  of us& channels, and system sim- 
plici ty viere the chief reasons for choosing a synchroimus digi tal  net- 
work. The cr i te r ia  for c b i c e  of which type synchronizing system were 
Largely baszd on the Canadian n e w r k  topology. It was envision& that 
a long thin netwrk wuld in i t i a l ly  be deployed kut that  a highly in- 
terconnected Wpo!oqy would evolbe. Flexibility to acccnrmodate rela- 
tively unpredictable growth was also considered essential. 
The Dataroute T/S system is mster-slave augmented by double ended- 
ness and self-organization. A straight master-slave system as we11 as 
a mutual synchranization systan were also considered. The choice was 
mde 011 gmmds of enharzced security, ease of netmrk expansian, and 
relative insensitivity to link failures. The c h i -  was also tapered  
by a desire to retain sinplicity to the extent possible. Thus perfor- 
m e  was directly factored into the choice; costs and O/M influences 
w=re indirectly factored in. 
Flefaencing the system directly to U!LC o r  to a nationdl standard was 
not considered a s  needed for Dataroute, but it was recognized that the 
Universal Time Frame feature allaws d i s tT ibu t i~~1  of (relatively) pre- 
cise tim. CCG did not foresee a need or  market for this service to 
the extent that the additiowl hardware muld have been cost justified. 
On the other hand, ccmpatibi~ity with other systems was f e l t  to be a 
future need wrthy of factoring i n t o  the choice of T/S system. It was 
expected that  interfacing with other s y n ~ n o u s  d ig i ta l  n e t i r k s  muld 
be needed and it was recognized t h a t  a master-slave typ! system allaws 
this simply by using a m m n  reference a s  the primary master source. 
B. Theoretical k s i ~  of Chosen Dataroute T/S System 
After the choice was made a s  t o  the type of T/S system, a nmber of 
factors constrained the design of the hardware. This basic trunkinq 
mdiurn was primarily to be over existing 4 GHz micrawave systems and 
the design had to account for the characteristics of t h i s  transmission 
channel. The ra te  of delay variations due to the transmission media, 
the induced jitter on the timing signals,  the probability of outaqes 
and link failures, and the probability/frequen.cy of re-routing of 
transmission c b m e l s  were m n g  the factors considered. 
Othe- factors which led to specifications on the T/S hardware in- 
c1mi 3: the desired time t o  loss of b i t  count integrity in  case cf 
failures in the timing dissgnination chain, the re l iabi l i ty  budyet for  
the overall systen, and cost goals -ughout the systen. 
C. Practical Cesirpn/Fhgineering Considerations for  Dataroute 
No significant obstacles were encountered in the desi~'deve1opnent 
of + Dataroute I ' j S  system hadware. Each node i n  the system contains 
station clocks. Basically these clocks are made up of a highly 
stable VQ(O configured i n  a phase-locked loop. me loop is designed 
with a very narrow hadwidth (nominally specified in microhertz) and 
w i t h  variable slew-rate control. Each clock also contains the logic 
ciroitq to  accept ancl conpare up to 32 incaning r e f e r e e  signals 
plus signatures and the logic circuitry to ccanpute its own outgoing 
signature. Additionally of co~vse ,  there is dig i ta l  frequency syn- 
t h s i z e r  c i r c u i t y  for dearlving the various clock and frame ra te  sig- 
nals. 
None of the above circuitry presented inordinarily d i f f icul t  desiqn 
pmbiens. 'I"he logic speeds inbolved m e  not adzrem? and the usual pre- 
cautians i n  board layout, wiring procedures, etc.  , rere suff iciait t o  
ensure good performance. 
D. I n i t i d  Field Deployment, Testing, O&M 
Swcific,  identifiable installation problems were not encountered 
i n  thk early- f i e ld  installation of ~ a t a r b u t e  . A .  is desacribed la ter ,  
sane diff icul t ies  were mt that  can generally be traced part ial ly to 
the caplexi ty  of the method of inplementing the double ended T/S sys- 
tem concept. These are discussed more ful ly belaw under Systems Operoper-- 
tions Experience. 
Wause  the deployment of Dataroute was planned t o  be carrid out 
as a f ield t r i a l ,  engineerirg-level personnel £ r a n  both CCG and hard- 
ware contractor organizations m e  used extensively. The fac t  that  the 
f ield craftsmen fran the constitutent KXS organizations =re m s t l y  
exprienced i r ~  FDl-FM analog technology influenced the decision to rely 
heavily on engineers for i n i t i a l  deplayment. 
No  -ialized or otherwise non-routine test equipents *re re- 
q&ed in the early f ie ld  deploymnt of Dataroute. As with most digi- 
tal s~stens, the indispensable tml util ized was an oscilloscape t h a t  
could be externally synchronized. A logic analyzer type instrument 
designed to interface w i t h  the ~ d t i p l e x e r s ,  was used and is of course 
a specialized iten. ?his haever,  was  not necessarily required, i.e., 
the system could have been put into service w i t h a t  its use. Mre im- 
portantly, the use of t h i s  instrzsoent was not influenced by the type of 
T/S systan i n  use. The u t i l i t y  wuld have ken the same with indepen- 
dent clocks, mutual synchronization, or  whatever a t  the T/S mthod. 
E. Systans *ration Eqerience 
The Dataroute T/S system has operated a s  expected. Basic spec.ifi- 
cations have been met  & no problems directly related to ccmcepts o r  
theory hzve been encountered. IIcxever, t w o  issues have arisen. One cf 
these relates to a practical prcblem on clock distribution in the ter- 
minal.  The other relates  mre to systm design philosophy. 
me clock (and f r m )  sicpals in  a Dataroute node are distributed 
from the station clock equi-t rack to each rack of multiplexing 
equiequianent by means of a rdundant bussing scheme. busses, one fm 
each of the (redundant) station clocks, d is t r f ic te  signals to each rack 
of ml t ip lex  equipnent. This distribution is acccrrplisW via d is t r i -  
bution modules nx>~ted  on the top of each bay (rack) of ml t ip lex  
equipnent. Several problems have arisen w i t h  this.  It was found that  
although up to s ix  mltip1exe.r~ a u l d  be driven in tandem, th i s  
was insufficient in saw nodes and further expansion was not easily .im- 
plemented. The lesson in this is to plan chat the clock distributian 
system be easily apamled and that ideally, the expansion capability be 
unlimited in size. 
Initially the clock siqndl was a current source-to-ground forrr~t. 
This contributd to the limitations on the nmkr of nniltiplexers to be 
driven. It also gaE rise to interference problems through noise pick- 
up, and m n  nude coupling. This problan was eliminated by redesign- 
ing w i t h  a fomt using a tralsformer-coupled. biplar, balanced signal 
of several volts. 
The second (philosophica.l.1 issue relates to the capability of the 
T/S system. As has been described, the Dataroute T/S systn is basic- 
ally a mster-sla~ with three canplemntirg features. 
1. Hier-chid Master-Slave (self -organizing) 
2. Master F'rm clock along with bit clock 
3. Universal Tim! F r a  - a form of double erdedness 
In Dataroute, the reason for using Hierarchial Master Slave was to 
allow autonutic reconfiquring of the netsmrk, without setting up unsta- 
ble closed timing paths, in the event of link or master clock failures. 
Hmiever, experience has shown thatne-rk reconfigurations are so rare 
that the utility of HMS is questionable. In other mrds, the self-or- 
ganizing feature is SCI seldan used that a cost/benefit analysis baaed 
on this experience w l d  likely dictate not, incorporating it in the de- 
sign if the choice xere to be nude again for Dataroute. 
Note: The rarity of failures has other hplications for military 
systems. Because of the rarity, it is possible, even probable that 
personnel m y  be sc "out-of-practice" that they cannot diagnose and 
mrrect T/S systen problers in a thly manner and may actually can- 
pound the problem thr@ugh incorrect activities. This of course could 
be disastrous in a w a r t i n e  situation. Thus autcanatic self-mrrection 
m y  be much mre desirable. 
The second feature, Master F'ram, was irrpkiited to allw cross 
patching be- multiplexers without the need for (lw s,peed channel) 
input buffers. Lr retrospect, the Dataroute operators now question 
*ether or m t  the ability t c l  dispense with the low s,ped buffers is a 
significant advantaq?. With LSI  and VLSI usage growing exponentially, 
the cost of adding buffering to channel cards is not larqe. The sim- 
plicity of channel cards is a positive feature h e v e r ,  and the ability 
to patch channels w i t h  only signal leads ( i .e . ,  without se, sate clock 
signals) is a positive feature. This reduces the problems that arise 
when large numbers of channels in a single rack make physical r m  for 
the signal and clock cables scarce ard the opprtunity for wiring err- 
01s are canpounded. 
The third  significant feature in  the Dataroute T/S system is Univer- 
sal Tim Frame ( L ! )  . The original  reason for  UTF was to minimize user 
delay through the netwrk; UTF does this by assuring that the high 
speed frame alig.lurwt buffers i n  the synchronous ml t ip lexers  remain, 
Dn average and i n  absence of propagation delay variations, a t  t he i r  
center o r  nu l l  positions. H3wever ,  with the hindsight tha t  has accrued 
Cuzxgh several years of operating experj.ence, it is now f e l t  by the 
Dataroute operators *at user delay thraugh the nettmrk is not criti- 
cal ly  important. This is increasingly true a s  data users begin t o  mve  
away frcan protocols t h a t  employ acknrwledgement t y p  transnissions 
(such a s  Binary Synchronous protocol). &lay considerations are also 
less c r i t i c a l  to users who continue to employ ackmwledgement protocols 
but who take advantage of the be t te r  channels (lwei error  ra tes )  in- 
creasingly availzble. mnger data block s izes  are. feasible (to a p i n t )  
on the better channels and with the longer blocks/femr errors, turn- 
around time, o r  delay, is less degrading t o  overall  throughout. 
The r e l i a b i l i t y  of the T/S system on Dataroute has proven tg  be de- 
graded by the cmplexity of the s ta t ion clock. The HMS functicin plus 
UI'F' are i m p l m t e d  a t  the cost  of increased canplexity. This increased 
complexity serves t o  cause increased ha;-dware fa i lu res  plus contributes 
to maintainabil i ty  problems a s  discussed below. 
The maintainability of the T/S system on Dataroute has prover? to be 
significantly mre of a problem than anticipated. This is par t ia l ly  
due t o  the q l e x i t y  of the  double ended, self-organizing system aid 
par t ia l ly  due t o  the  method of implarentation. The system has been i? 
operation over 5 years now and mintenance craftsmen do mt ye t  t o t a l l y  
conprehend the synchronizing hardware. Engineering level  personnel are 
heavily inmlved i n  T/S system maintenance and operation. Even people 
with this level of training/cosnpetence lack in understarding the sys- 
tem.  This conplexity and the attendant lack of familiari ty by +he 
f i e ld  people serves to reinforce the skeptical a t t i tudes  a s  t o  the mst 
benefits of UTF' ard HMS. Considerable e f f o r t  has been expended t o  
write and rswrite equipnent manuals ard to upgrade training, but a s  a 
practical  matter, the maintenance people continue to regard the T/S 
equipmlt with considerable anfusion.  Nuch of these comprehension 
d i f f i cu l t i e s  can be attr ibuted to the specif ic  method of implementing 
the double endedness. I f ,  fo r  example, the  infoxmation passed f m  
one erd of the l ink  to the other h e r e  available t o  maintenance/opera- 
t ion personnel i n  familiar uni ts  of time (seconds or microseconds) , 
much of the d i f f icu l ty  wu ld  probably k overcome, (Note  that the in- 
formation is presented a s  a d h n s i o n l e s s  number referred to a s  "Diff" 
i n  the present implemntation). 
The f l ex ib i l i t y  of the Dataroute T/S system is judged t o  be accep- 
table. No restrictions an gmwth or change to n m r k  are inposed 
by the synchronizing systen. It is mtable bwewx that i n  the planning 
for the 1.544 Mbs nebmrk, which is a grawth step for Dataroue,  a 
straight master-slave technique for T/S is planned. Future r e q u i r ~ ~ m t s  
appear lm be for a longer, less interoonnected network - one wherem 
closed loops are less probable, 
Advice to be o f f e r 4  to U.S. Gowrmmnt/DoD in planning for T/S of 
the future DCS was succinct: sirrpSlicity should be watdxmd. Yb the 
extent that survivability, security, and other specialized milit;lrv con- 
siderations allcw, the shpler the T/S systepn, the better will be the 
perfomance. Maintainability w i l l  be a strong function of simplicity 
and reliability/availability w i l l  proba61y re related to maintainability 
mre than any other system pra ter .  
IIATRAN DIGITAL SYSTEM 
- - 
Data Transmission Chnmny (Datran) was a specialized carmDn carrier 
axqmy formed i n  the la& 60's to design, b&d, and operate a nation- 
-5  netmrk for d a b  comnunications. 
The systen designed and buil t  by Datran is distinct £ram the others 
surveyed in  th is  report because the total netmrk was newly conceived, 
designed, and buil t  as  a digital system. mere v+ere no constraints of 
having to uti l ize existing plant or equipnent; mr was the design 
f c r c d  into c m p d s e  in  order to have a voice channel o r  other analog 
transmission capability. It was therefore feasible consider tech- 
niques, i n c l w  the T/S systan, which perhaps wsre not feasible as  
candidates for the other systems S U K V ~ .  
The radio equipmt  in the &itran nebmrk is a digitally mdulated, 
line-of-sight miaowave systen which uses 8-level PSK modulation. Fully 
loaded, it accepts tm, phase-synchronous 21.504 .%/s data signals as 
well as  a coherent 21.504 MHz clock signdl. 
The timing signal is recovered ad the data regenerated a t  every re- 
peater i n  the Dam systen. .F iming recovery is acoxp1ishe.d iii 
14.7456 MHz phase-locked loops. The loop bandwidth (3 dB) is 1 KHz in 
the radio system. The free r u p n g  s tas i l i ty  of the oscillators in the 
timing reoovery loops is 1:10 (short term). 
A three level multiplexing system is used in the Datran netmrk. 
A l l  three Datran multiplaers are syxehrorius machines. Each utilizes 
b i t  interleaving to d i n e  parallel low rate channels to  a higher 
speed serial b i t  stream. Every multiplexer features buffers (2n both 
the high and low speed input ports for j i t t e r  reducticn and to a w  
date propagation delay var ia t i~ns .  
The system which provides timing and synchronization for the Datran 
netmrk is a straightforward application of master-slave techniques. 
The T/S hardware is primarily made up of an equipnent called the Datran 
Station Clock (DSC) which supplied bit rate clock to all levels of mul- 
tiplexers. However, the overall netmrk timing subsystem is composed 
of functions in the rrailtiplexers, the DSC'S, the miaxwave radios (as 
a timing dissemination channel), ard one or mre rubidium standards 
which provide the basic reference signal (master source). 
The DSC basically is a highly stable, highly reliable disciplined 
oscillator with the ability to "remgnber" an input reference freyuency 
after loss of the reference. It includes a frequency synthesizer for 
deriving various system clock rate signals fran the basic oscillator 
frequency and line drivers for distributing these clock rate signals. 
It also includes logic hardware for interfacing with the multiplexers 
on a systems basis and for controlling its own functioning. The DSC 
provides clock signals at 21.504 MHz, 2.688 MHz, and 168 KHz. 
The heart of the DSC is a triplicated set of d u l e s  called Timing 
Generators. These are highly stable IS, each in a phase-locked 
loop configuration where the loop error voltage is simultaneousl~ fed 
to the W3XO and also digitized, filtered to an effective 0.04 Hz band- 
width, and stored in m r y .  The digitizing is done to a 12-bit accu- 
which translates to a frequency accuracy at the VZXO of a 5 x ;iql. This stored error voltage is applied to the V O  in instances 
when the station clock transitions fran slave operation to master. Be- 
cause of the narrow bandwidth of the digitized error feedback loop, in- 
put jitter with frequency content down to much less than 1 Hz is fil- 
tered. By virtlx of this jitter reduction, when the clock becanes a 
local master, frequency differences between it and the normal master 
will remain sufficiently small to mintain bit count integrity for mre 
than 30 minutes (hsed on the buffers used in the C-MUXts) . This is in 
the presence of up to 5 percent nns jitter with a bandwidth from 0.1 to 
1000 Hz. 
The bandwidth of the (undigitized) -0:- voltage in the phase locked 
loop is 4 Hz. This tr ay1ate.s to a capture , or pull in range for the 
Slave Node of f 1 x 10- . 
In the follming, answers are given to the set of questions as they 
-in to the Datran Systen. 
A. Furadamentdl Reasons for Choosing Datran T/S SysM as Implemented 
- -  
The criteria used for choosinq the T/S rrethod for the n.2tmrk were 
principdlly performance, cost, &d st&e of the art (practical state as 
opposed to theoretical) prevailing at the time of system design. Me- 
thods other than master-slave were considered. Nonsynchronous opera- 
tion using independent clocks a d  various types of pulse stuffing were 
evaluated as possible candidates. Synchronous techniques mnsidered 
included designated (or independent) master, mtual synchronization, 
and of course master-slave. Bit stuffing was ruled out as being too 
expensive to implarent in a dedicated circuit systm. In a switched 
systm, the cost is wen mre prohibitive. Independent clocks were 
discarded as & potential candidate mainly because the prospect of per- 
iodically overflwillg buffers, no matter how great the period, was 
judged tu be a severe marketing disadvantage. Of the types of synchro- 
mus operation considered, master-slave was chosen for cost, perform- 
ance, flexibility and simplicity reasons. The Datran netmrk was en- 
visioned, even far into the future, to be a topologically long thin 
system with no looped subnemrks. Because the basic transmission med- 
i m  at 44 Mb/s had extrew capacity in terms of custaner channels, it 
was not considered likely that alternate routes and possible loops 
wuld be necessary for m y  years. Too, the transmission medium was to 
be designed for such reliability that the need for failure-i.-duced al- 
te.rmte routing and the possibility for looped configurations was di- 
minisned. Last, since transmission was to Ix entirely over Datran 
facilities, routing configurations could be tightly controlled. All 
these reasons enhanced the master-slave choice, without self-organizing 
ccsnplications . 
Sinplicity of hardware and the attendant advwtages in maintainabi- 
lity and reliability also weighed in favor of master-slave as canpared 
to frequency averaging (mutual). Independent masters appeared to be a 
viable choice as regards simplicity ard cost (assuing an existing sys- 
tem such as Idran< as the basic mster source). Howver, the degree 
of dependency on a systm whose operational reliability and integrity 
lay outside the Datran operati~n was ansidered a negative aspect. And 
significantly, in che case of Loran<, it was felt thatthe availabili- 
ty of ground wave coverage was lacking for the total geographical area 
Datran hoped to eventually serve. 
Simulation was not used in choosing the Datran T/S system. F o m l  
perfomce and cost analyses did influence the decision; however, en- 
gineering judgments on practicality ard probability of successful, on- 
schedule design also weighed heavily. 
Systan reference to UTC or other standards was not considered a 
strong factor in evaluating T/S techniques. It was recognized that 
master-siave afforded relatively easy interfacing with one other syn- 
chrorlous systm (by utilizing either a m n  reference source or by 
havi-n~ the Datran netsmrk be a simple extension of the other netmrk), 
but again this was not a strong factor in the T/S choice. 
B. Theoretical Design of Chosen T/S System 
-
The Datran system was designed "starting frm scratch" and choices 
were not constrained by existing plant or Zacilities. IXXS microwave 
transmission media was an early choice. The yearly (or longer) and 
daily delay variations over multihop, m u l t i c l b t i c  micmwavle chains 
ms not precisely known, and +-he T/S systen chosen muld have to be ver- 
s a t i l e  emugh to handle this unknown. 
The following specifications were design goals for the Datran T/S 
systen.: 
- 
a. Stabill  (wi tbut  primary 
d p  day 
reference) 
- 
With a jitterless primary reference input, the T/S station 
clock was specified to have less  than 1 percent rms output 
j i t te r .  
b. Reliability 
The station clocks in the !Xtran network were specifled to 
have a man time between cabstrophic fai lure of greater 
than 1,613,000 hours. 
c. Jitter Reduction 
The statior: clocks were specified t o  operate satisfactorily 
over up to 33 tandem microwave links. To accomplish this, 
a jitter redudion of a t  leas t  6 to 1 (for input jitter 
contained i n  a 0.1 to 1000 Hz bardwidth) was specified. 
d. Cost Goals 
In 1974 dollars, mst goals in the range of $50K per (ful- 
l y  configured) station clock were established. 
e. O/M Aspects 
Guidelines on modularity, number and nature of vis ible  
a 1 . m  and irdicators, &d diagnostic aids were established. 
A mean-time-to-repair (after reaching equipnent site) of 
less than 30 minutes was established a s  a design goal. 
The principal criterion was p e r f o m c e  as  oppsed to confo.mity 
with existing standards. This was especially t rue  for  interfaces be- 
tmen rrailtiplexers and between multiplexers and the radio. A t  custaner 
interfaces, conformity with widely used standards was necessary. A t  all 
interfaces i n  the Datran netmrk, the timing signal is c a r r i d  on a 
separate conductor f r m  the data signal. !Phis contrasts with the pss- 
i b i l i t y  of having the clock signal not be d is t inc t  fran the data sig- 
nal a s  is done for  instance in the familiar bir ~ l a r  of T1 s y s t m .  
C. Practical Design/Dqineering Considerations in  Datran T/S 
Few notably d i f f icui t  or unexpected obstacles were encountered .in 
the design and developnent of the m a n  T/S hardware. The design of 
majority voting logic for controlling the triplicated functions in the 
DSC required close attention t o  signal delays, board layouts, etc. Ad- 
herence t o  good engineering practices ccmmn t o  nanosecords speed logic 
design ensured a minimm of problem in  this area. 
One problem was encomtered i n  a systems level t e s t  of the T/S equip- 
mts. The problem related to the abi l i ty  of the DSC to properly hold 
the system frequency when a j i t t e r  corrupted reference signal vms lost .  
It was found that the frequency spectrum of the jitter on the reference 
was of c r i t i ca l  importance i n  how w e l l  the system frequency was main- 
tained. The overall specification required that when using 32 b i t  
buffers, b i t  count integrity m d d  be assured for  a t  least 30 minutes 
when a reference with 10 percent m j i t t e r ,  with a frequency spectrum 
ktween 0 . 1  and 1000 Hz, wa,c los t ,  Recall that  the bardwidth of the 
loop in the JXC which held the error voltage, o r  "remgnbered" the sys- 
tem frequency, is 0.04 Hz. However, it was found that i f  the jitter 
spectrum was concentrated near the lmer end of the specified band- 
width, the loss of reference muld met imes  leave the rambered fre- 
quency deflected enough to cause buffer overflaw i n  less than 30 min- 
utes. I f  the jitter spectrum were spread uniformly over the 0.1 to 
1000 Hz band, or  concentrated near the high end however, the specifi- 
cation was easily met. 
This problem of mintsininy b i t  count integrity in  the presence of 
low frequency jitter was never manifested i n  actual f ield operation but 
only in lab tests where ji t tered references were synthesized. 
With the exception of the above described phenmon,  a l l  specifi- 
cations on the T/S sys tm were m e t  o r  exceeded by the m p l e t e d  design. 
For example, a j i t t e r  reduction ra t io  of qreater than 20 t o  1 was mea- 
sured in the f ie ld  for the DSC whereas the specification was 6 t o  l. A 
man time between maintenance repairs of greater than 22,000 hours was 
also measured i n  the f ie ld  on the T/S equipment. This canpares t o  a 
uesign calculation of 6700 hours. As for mean time t o  catastrophic 
failure, no such failures had been encountered a t  l a s t  check so that a 
~ a n i r ~ g f u l  quantitative statement cannot be made. 
D. Datran In i t i a l  E'ield Deploymsnt, Testing, O&M 
In the i n i t i a l  deployment and operation of the Datran nehmrk, a l l  
f ie ld personnel were given canprehensive, but extremely time-compressed 
trainin2 on a l l  equipnents. By and large, the persor~nel were experi- 
enced in F E F M  analog systems as  opposed t o  digi tal  systems; thus m y  
of them e n c o ~ ~ t e r e d  and progressed through a dis t inct  learning period 
on the ent ire  netmrk. While the T/S  subsystem presented no more pro- 
blems during this learning period than did the other equipnents, never- 
theless the nonfamiliarity was of significance. The t r ip le  redundancy 
of the Station Clock added t o  the nonfamiliarity problms to suzh an 
=tent that it co~siderably canplicated the understanding of the equip- 
mlt. It also greatly added t o  the difficulty of troubleshooting equip- 
ment malfunctions. 
Datran procured several items of t e s t  equipnent related to the T/S 
system that were nomutine.  Amng these were portable rubidium stan- 
dards, frequency synthesizers, and phase jitter mters. In retrospect, 
it is apparent tha t  these equipents  were not necessary for operating 
and maintaining the nebmrk. They were  useful in monitoring the net- 
mrk performance fran the point-of-view of an extended f ield t r i a l  
where continued engineering data was desirable. H o w e v e r ,  fran a stand- 
p i n t  of routine, day-in, day-out systen operation and preventive main- 
tenance, an oscilloscope i n  conjunction with built-in test functions on 
the DSC is adequate. 
No s ignif icmt changes i n  system design are obvious i n  retrospect 
that mu3.d enhance or  otherwise favorably influence f ield deployment 
and testing. 
E. Datran Systems Operating Experience 
The T/S subsystem i n  the Datran netwc~rk has operated substantially 
a s  expected. No significant problems have been encountered that muld 
give reason to reevaluate the basic concepts or upgrade the system. 
Hwever, it is probable that a simpler, less ample !  syst-en muld be 
designed i f  the task were t o  be done again. Some reasons for t h i s  are 
noted below. 
The fully triplicated, highly reliable (and relatively expensive) 
DSC was deployed by Datran a t  every three-way junction station and a t  
every teminal. In retrospect, such re l iabi l i ty  and expense is proba- 
bly only justified a t  rmte three way stations. Even there, the need 
for triplication is questionable. The DSC 's provide quite long mean- 
time between maintenance repairs; and the nature of failures encoun- 
tered to date indicate that  double redundancy (and the simplified con- 
t r o l  hardware inherent i n  this) muld have sufficed. 
Likewise, experience gained i n  actual operations of the system ten- 
ded to indicate tha t  early concerns over j i t t e r  on the recovered timing 
signals was not warranted. In the actually deployed Datran netmrk, 
the longest span between DSC's was eleven micruwave hops. Had the sys- 
tem been deployed t o  the west coast a s  planned, spa?s of over th i r ty  
hops muld have been encoii~tered. Nevertheless, v r i e n c e  with the 
eleven hop system indicated that  jitter buildup was much less than ex- 
pected. The mrst measurement for the eleven hop system was jitter of 
less than 4 percent rms which would extrapolate t o  muct~ less  than 10 
percent j i t t e r  on a 30 (+) hop span. 
The Datran n e d r k  actually deployed was a topologically thin,long 
l ine netmrk with no closed c i rcui t  configurations. Thus no opportun- 
i t y  ever arose rn evaluate b i t  count integrity type questions cn loss of 
continuity of the timing disseminatian chain. 
P e r f m c e  of the Datran T/S systm was jldged adequate, and relia- 
b i l i ty  was m r e  than acceptable and perhaps over designed in sane appli- 
cations. 
The maintainability of the T/S system probably should be judged a r  
ceptable to  slightly nwginal. The only questionable area muld be in 
the use of triplicated functions as noted above. This tenla1 to cb- 
scure craftsman understanding of the equi-t and to render trouble 
shooting mre difficult. It was certainly not a severe prablen parti- 
cularly for the better qualified, mre industrious f ield people who 
muid put forth the effort to understand the hardware. 
The flexibility for gm&h/change of the Datran Station Clock is 
judged acceptable. It was found that in one instance, added driver 
ports were needed to enable clocking additional multiplex bays in a 
stahon. Careful, tedious mrk was riecessary to add the capability to 
an on-line DSC without disturbing cwtomer traff ic,  but it was acwn- 
plished. Should a redesign ever occur, it would be desirable to pm- 
vide for easier (physical) expansion of the drive capability; th is  was 
not a major problem, haever. 
F. %Other Information Useful to  U.S. Govenrment DoD i n  Plannh'g 
Defense Camrunications System 
The sam advice regarding simplicity of equiprents as offered by 
Canadian Datamute operatas muld be evidenced by the Datran experi- 
ence. The less canplex the systan, the better w i l l  be the rel iabil i ty 
and maintainability. And, in the absence of major design errors, main- 
tainability w i l l  probably inpact performance more than any other single 
factor. 
One other ccmnent is pertinent. Canparad LJ the late sixties/early 
seventies when the Datran network was designed, there is a plethora of 
data on digital sys- available m. Bch succeeding conference ar 
symposium on broadbard camdcat ions  prwides additional apz i ence  
documntcition (as wll as theoretical mrk) . Notable useful examples 
are UX micrmave delay data and multipath fading degradation aperi- 
ence. Obviously, a l l  these sources should be used in planning the fu- 
ture DSC timing ard synchronization systgns. 
TIMING/SYNCHRXIZATION PIANNING FOR NO. 4ESS 
A s  m W  in the introdmtion, original plans w r e  tO include infor- 
mation on the implementation and aperational q i e n c e s  of Bell Sys- 
tem's Digital Data Systesn in this report. (Tkis system is a private 
line synchronous network put into opration in the U.S. in  1974). Un- 
fortunately , this information is not a~~ai lable ;  Bell officials decline 
to p w i Q  such data due to the extensive m i n g  l i t igat ion revolving 
arcrm..l the Digital Data Systan (DDS) . 'Ibse 0 ~ 2 i c i a l s  were, hcrwever, 
willing to provide information on the current planning and engineering 
efforts  related tn synchronization of a netmrk of large d ig i ta l  swit- 
ches presently being @lmted  throughout the U.S. This information 
was provided by way of interview with several engineers cumently in- 
volved in the engineering and planning efforts.  In this section, this 
information is described. 
The No. 4ESS is an electrmic,  sof tware-antrolled toll switching 
cenkr designed to tie local f ac i l i t i e s  to the nationwide long distance 
network. The switching center is basically a d ig i ta l  machine which in- 
terfaces both d ig i ta l  and analog trunks. A t  the ir~ception of No. 4ESS 
deployment, and a t  the present tine, analog trunks predaninate in nunt- 
ber. As dig i ta l  trunks becams increasingly available hmwer, (a trend 
that is grwing rapidly), the hterconnected No. 4ESS systems take on 
more and rmre at t r ibutes  of large integrated digi tal  n e m r b .  Rs th is  
w, t'-2 advantages of reliably synchronizing the whole network are 
obvious. This is reoognized by Bell and considerable ef for t  has been 
w e d  to plan for  this synchronization. Much of this planni 3 is 
inextricably intexwven w i t h  planning ard analysis that has been going 
on a t  Bell Iabs since the early sixties.  This early planning was the 
ini t iat ion point in the d$scussions w i t h  Bell engineers. 
In the early sixties, various users of the Bell Telephone System be- 
gan to inpl-t d ig i ta l  nebmrks. A t  first, relatively elaborate m r d  
stuffing was used to provide a synchronizing mechanism fo r  the ne-rks. 
m e  cost ( a t  that time) of s h i f t  registers caused a change to bit-by- 
b i t  pulse stuffing techniques and eventually to midera t i an  and ana- 
lys is  of other synchronizing meMs. Considerable attention was fo- 
cusd on the concept of rmtual synchronization. Many investigators, 
both inside Bell Labs and elsewhere, studied and published papers on 
the technique. One of the advantages ?scribed b mutual synchroniza- 
tion was tha t  i t  was " a m i s t r a t i o n  free". Hmever, it was decided 
by the No. 4ESS netmrk planners that th i s  is not, in real i ty,  the 
case. As an exrmple, it w s  m t d  that up 20,000 DS-1 (1:544 Ws) 
trunks can converge on a No. 4ESS. To choose which of these m l d  pro- 
vide the timing reference paths far a mutually synchronized system is a 
considarable problem. This is e s p e ~ i a l l y  true when the dynsnic nature 
of the tclpology of these trunks is cansidered. 
Another aspect of mutual synchronization noted as significant was 
the dunbell effect. This situation arises when twr> separate, relative- 
l y  caplex,  interconnected areas are connected by a thin trunk stme 
ture. In  th i s  case, the input to the T/S systems in each of the ends 
of the dunkell must carry heavily . k ~ i g h W  importance. This tends to 
distort the survivability of the mutual sync mtmrk and to axpound 
administration pmblans, particularly when the exact canpasition of the 
"thin" tnmking is dynamic. 
Mutual synchronization was eventually discarded as a candidab qn- 
chronizing method for three signif icmt reasons. As indicat-, , i t wa,s 
determined that  its main attribute,  i .e. ,  administration-free operation, 
was not a practickl reality.  Tkis was the primary reason for  rejecting 
the technique. A l s o ,  evolution in crystal oscillator technology in the 
l a t e  60's was a factor in moving away £ran mutual synchronization. Dou-- 
ble oven crystal oscil.lators with millidegree tmperatuxe s tabi l i t ies  
became economic rea l i t ies .  The resulting frequency s t ab i l i t i e s  added to 
the case for  master-slave techniques. Additionally, d ig i ta l  phase- 
locked loop (DPU) technology progressed to the pint that economic 
practicality was achieved. The significanc.e in this was that DPLL's 
with "autanatic" iiltegral-plus-praportiondl fedback was then achiwa- 
ble. Note tha t  integral plus pmpJ;ional fedback had long been used, 
but the integral fee3back had been a mechanical scradr iver  adjustment 
(to oscillator free-running frequency). "Fedback" of muse was a 
technician periodically nulling loop stress voltages. Digital hplemen- 
tation of this function meant greater a u t m t i c  long-term s tabi l i ty  i n  
+& oscillators since d r i f t  d ~ e  to c r y s e l  aging muld be canpensated. 
Another influencing factor on synchronization planning was that the 
DDS network began t~ be engineered. A t  f i r s t ,  the objective was to 
build a totally s l i p  free ne.trmrk f o ~  DDS. HlnhTever, the No. rESS plan- 
ners took the position that a total ly s l i p  f r e  DDS was not practically 
achievable. A s  an example of the several reasons, most 3f wfiich are of 
an administratioi~/operation origin, it w a s  pointed out that there are 
some 60,000 sepsratc group channel trunks in the B e l l  System. Of these, 
an average of 20,000 yearly are dynarrs-c -:.- the sense that  they are rc - 
roved and sSsequently returned to senrice for  one reason cr another. 
Since these trunk assets were to prwide the transmission channels for 
dDS, it was f e l t  that such a dynamic makeup would prohibit practical 
operation of a s l i p  free network. 
For the DDS, it was eventualiy agreed that  three system h p a h n t s  
would be f o r m s t .  These *re i) b i t  errors; ii) misframing w!xre mul- 
t ipltvers lose frame synchronization and iii) s l ips  where single eight- 
b i t  bytes are lost/gainsd. Pdditionally of course, timing jitter 
due to accumulation on the transmission lines and due to pulse stuff- 
ing/destuffing is encounter&. Wf these i m p a h n t s ,  the most signifi- 
cant in tenrr; of timing and synchronization is s l i p  and the byte inter- 
val defining sl ip.  Of murse, the longer the byte interval, the less 
the frequency accuracy requiranents on a timing source for  given s l i p  
rate. An upper l i m i t  i s  placed on byte length i n  the Bell System be- 
cause the byte buffers give rise t o  cross-office delay in patching 
channels. A t  a point, th is  excessive delay begins t o  cause echo sup- 
pressors in the circui ts  to harlg. This led to the 8-bit byte whicn is 
125 microseconds i n  a 64 kb/s channel. 
After the byte length was determined, an acceptable s l i p  rate  was 
evaluabd. A nmber of factors were consider& bv Bell in d&erminincr 
a s l i p  r a t e  spci f ica t ion .  In voice cham-els slibs are t r iv ia l .  
ever, for  voice bard data channels, s l ips  can result in  modem^, r,. train- 
ing wk.-& results in outages of up t o  several secmds. Slips also can 
have a severe impact when ccmnm %amel Interoffice Signalling is car- 
ried over a slimins channel. The effect  of slim of d i s i t a l  data var- 
a 
i e s  deperding on the application. It was noted by Bell that ammczcial 
appli&tions-of secure &ice are foreseen uver channels in the fu- 
ture and s l ips  could resul t  in  cryptographic sync probleids. 
The above and other considerations led to the Bell System eventually 
set t l ing on a specification of one s l i p  per 5 h o u s  for  an end-to-md 
reference circuit .  This translate. to a relative clock frqxi?ncy dif- 
-3 ference specification of 1.7 x 10 . Because the possibility of lmger 
frames becaning des i rab  in the future hawws, a tighter s tabi l i ty  
spccificat.ion of 1 x 10-'O/Ciay was agreed upon. 
A t  the present time, the wrkiitg specifi :ations cf t-hc timing and 
synchronization s u b s y s t ~  for the No. 4ESS netwrk are 
1. Clock frequency inaccuracies of less than 1 x 10-l0/dhy. 
2. Synchronizing unit  a t  each switch d.1; phase Lock to an external 
reference. This  reference \ ill be e i t h t r  a LS-1 signal a t  1.54 4 
MHz or  the standard Bell System Reference Frequency (BSRF) 2.048 
MHz. Note tha t  this lat- reference is presently distribilted 
throughout the neMrk.  
3. The synchronizing system w i l l  k arranged in a hicarchical  stru- 
cture with frequency <not timing) i n f o m t i o n  emanating f r m  an 
atanic standard a t  Hilisboro, Missouri. 
4. The timing systgn w i l l  have a highly structured mintenlmce plan 
adtministered out of a centralized location. 
Note that specifications 2 ard 3 define a master-slave system when 
the DS-1 reference is d i smina ted  throughout the mtmrk. When the 
BSRF is used, an independent master system is being impler,mted. 
It was noted by the B e l l  engineers that the fourth entry in the a- 
bove specification list is w t r w e l y  inportant as contrasted to its 
innocu~us appearance. It has historically been found that  maintenance 
ac t iv i t ies  are always reflected negatively in re l iabi l i ty  performance 
figures for cunnunications r~tworks. Significant percentages of out- 
ages are traceable to maintenance persor~r'~el act ivi t ies .  Since the ti- 
mi?g sources for  digi tal  ne-rks are so c m t r a l  in the operation, and 
outages are potentially so catastrophic, it is f e l t  that the structured 
maintenance philosophy is cr i t ica l  In general, alarming ard alarm re- 
action plans for the timing and synchronization hardware on No. 4ESS 
w i l l  have long time constants. A loss of reference alarm w i l l ,  for ex- 
ample, Sc considered only a minor alann for up to several minutes. 
reaction times n~mbered i n  hours are planned. The central admin- 
is t rator  with netmrk-wide status v is ib i l i ty  w i l l  be consulted clasely 
on a l l  alarm responses and m i n t m c e  activities.  
The phase-locked loop in the TSU incorporates integral-plus-propr- 
adondl feedback. The integrated ccnp0ner.t of the loop fecdback has a 
tinr! constant of approximately 2 days. The time cons*ar~t of the propor- 
tional factor is approxinwtely 2 hours. P d d i t i o ~ l l y ,  a m u a l l y  acti-  
vated Fast Star t  node allows rapid acquisition when the TSU is f i r s t  
put into operation or fo l lwirg  a major reconfiguration or  outage. Au- 
tamatic phase buildout is also designed into the TSU hardbde. 
The above briefly descr.ibes m y  of the factors which have entered 
in t!e planning for No. 4 S  timing an3 synchronization. The Bell en- 
gineers emphasized that  many of the choices and trade-offs made were 
dcaninated by n e m r k  administration corsiderations. This of course 
reflects the cubination of many years e x p e r i e r l ~  i n  0perati.g the lar- 
gest ccmmn user ammica t ions  netmrk in  the mrld .  L i t t l e  or no 
consideration has been given ti, scene f a c t ~ r s  important to milit* 
strategic cmmnunications systems. Survivability in t k  presence of 
hostile act ivi t ies  is an iqmrtant consideration in evaluating timing 
and synchronization techniques for the DCS. Understandably, this has 
had l i t t l e  or  no influence on the B e l l  desisns. Likewise, interopera- 
b i l i ty  w i t h  tactical systems is a consideration for the DCS not dealt  
with by Bell. 
A l a s t  topic biscussed with the Bel l  engineers during the interview 
concerned the distribution of precise time. The T/S system being en- 
gineered for tile No. 4ESS netmrk does not incorporate double endedness 
and thus h e s  not readily admit of precise time disseminatian. How- 
ever, consideration has been given t o  t h i s  by Bel l  engineers. In gen- 
eral,  the s- nncern for netmrk administration considerations in- 
fluences time dissemiration "ht influenced T/S system design. In 
fact, the Bell engineers expressed the opinion that  administration pro- 
blerrs mu12 so adversely effect tiw distribution a s  t o  make it inprac- 
tical in the Be1 1 System. Tbm examples noted were netmrk topology 
dynamics and emergency restoration. The s t a t i s t i c  previously described 
wherein 20,000 of the 60,000 group i r u n k ~  in the system are taken out 
of service and restored each year was poiiited to as an example of the 
dynarics. 
m g e n c y  restoration, and the tempo of sc t iv i t ies  '-hat exist  during 
outages was mentioned as  the o t h ~ . .  x-ominent example of adnhistrat ive 
problem in  time dissemination. i ig outages, especizlly those that 
effect  large cross-section trunks, i n k m e  ef for t  is inmlved. Custa- 
mrs and l~naggnent are usually d m I d i n g  quick restoral and little 
acceptance of pr@cedures which muld inhibit  o r  delay restoration muld 
be anticipated. Coordina+ion of clocks, and of new t rmk path delays, 
etc. is seen by E e l 1  e n ~ ~ l e e r s  a  just such a pmcedure. It was noted 
beva, that autaMtion of such pmced~res  by use of microprocessors 
might became e a o n d c a l l y  feasible in the future. 
~ O F ' S U K V E Y  
Each of the systems survey3 is a syn-&mi netmrk, and each uses 
a T/S t-hnique that is essentially of the basic mister-slave category. 
The Datran netmrk TIIS systan and the planned ND. 4ESS netnxk T/S are 
straightforward applications of rnaster-slave. ?he Westem Union net- 
work and particularly the CaMdi?n Dataroute netmrk T,/S are master- 
slave with added features. 
Retention of hit-count-integrity, i.e., the avoidance of s l ips  was 
the foremst- c r i t e r i a  in the design of the netwrks. Flexibili ty and 
adjldged practical state of the art in T/S technology also wei- 
heavily in the i n i t i a l  system designs - particularly in the case of 
the Western Union and Datran networks. Eriinimization of user delays 
wer the zetwrk was a strong factor Li the Dataroute system design; 
recognition of netmrk administration problem str-onglv influenced 
Bell Systen plans and choices. 
M y  the Canadian Dataroute system provides for  autanatic nebark 
recorfiguration (and autamtic nehmrk ini t ial izat ion)  following fa i l -  
ure or  other perturbations. e l a t e d  to this is the fact tha t  m n g  
the f o u  systems surveyed, only the Dataroute rapires an overhead 
channel. 
Each of the systen designers recognized the crucial iqmrtance of 
real'bility i n  the T/S harctware/subsystem. OLztaqes due to lack of 
timing supply are potentially catastrophic and could disrupt v e y  large 
n&s of users. Thus, considerable e f fo r t  and dollars were apended 
to build high availabili ty into the T/S equipnent. Nestem UrLion and 
Canadiar! Dataroub systen architects acamplished this by using double 
relundancy with au toma~c  switchover. The Datran systen util ized tri- 
ple redundancy m the station c h c k  with al l  three portions contribu- 
t ing in the unfailed, or n o d ,  operating mde. Majority voting logic 
in effect switches out the failed circui try when problems arise. 
The f ield deployment experiences of the organizations surveyed here 
remarkably similar. Each of the Western Union, Dataroute, ard Datran 
hitidl deployment efforts  were  reasonably straightforward, but exten- 
sive use was made of engineering-level personnel (as opposed to tech- 
nicians or  craftsam) The lack of a ready s u ~ p l y  of digi tal ly orien- 
ted f ield personnel was noted. In each case, howver, the T/S system 
type or its features had litae or no inflWrce on deployment difficul- 
ties or lack thereof. 
In the area of operations experi-ace, only Datran and Dataroute were 
able to cantribute infomti~n., 'Re &stern Union netmrk never went 
operational and the Bell System s deployment of No. 4ESS is only now 
underway. The Dataroute operational experience has been adversely ef- 
fected to .sane extent by +the conceptual (and hardware) carrplexity of 
the T/S system and KO Laplemntati~n procedures. 'Ib date, field per- 
sonnel are not totally canfortable w i t h  their knowledge and understan- 
ding of the ~irethod of timing and synchronizing the system with the ex- 
tra features of the rrraster-slave system. Notably, the next evolution 
of the Dataroute system is planned tc? !x an unadorned master slave. 
In the case of Datran operational experience, no significant prob- 
lems arose which rere attributable to the T/S concept. HoweverI the 
triple redundancy in the hardware did complicate craftsman understad- 
ing and tr~ubleshooting. Failure rates were so low as to call int& 
question the need for triple as oppo,sed to double redunciancy. 
The above briefly sumnarizes the information gained in the survey of 
omrercial digital netmrks. It sbuld be noted that several '-ey cri- 
+nr'ca which greatly influence the design and (satisfactory) cperation 
of a strategic military netmrk such as the Defense -cation Sys- 
tem are absent from the list of carmercial netmrk criteria examined. 
Amng these are: 
1. Survivability 
2. Ccanpliance with Federal Standard 1002 
3. Intersystm @%ability 
4. Self-reorganization 
5. Precise Time Availability 
Ir? the above list, survivability is the mst signifjcant entry; the 
fact that a netmrk plays a central role in naticnal defense means that 
survivability must be as pivotal in design trade-offs as are any other 
parmters. This, of course, can mnpletely alter the concl~sions of 
a cost-effectiveness stdy. 
Precise time availability is another feature that might be of con- 
siderable value in a defense camnunications scenario but of lesser 
importance in the camnercial mrld. Covert commications require- 
ments lead to spread spectrum and cryptographic system use. Precise 
knowledge of a coordinated time standard, or course, greatly facili- 
tates the synchronization of such system by reducing acquisition 
search windows. Likewise, a knowledge of relatively precise time fac- 
ili-tes navigation and position fixing - another distinct advantage 
in a military e n v i r o m t  but of lesser importance for cc~rmercial ap- 
plications. (Although the cannercia1 need for precision navigation 
aids should not be minimized. ) 
The comoercial netmrks surveyed have made no attenpt t o  use their  
T/S systtms i n  my manner to augment or  form a basis for ~ e t x r k  mni- 
toring and evaluation. This is of course an area where the benefits 
could be of inpxtance to a romnercial system even though i c  d z s n ' t  
have the special requizements of a military system. Such a use of the 
T/S system would generally require preplanning and engim.ri?q nf the 
mnitoring and evaluation capability into the hardware dur-?q inLtlal 
design, something obviously not included i n  the syst;s supeyed. Re- 
ag i t io r - i  of the benefite t o  be obtained tllrough monitoring and evalua- 
tion could influence 'he type of T/S system chosen. Sane T/S naethods 
are m r e  ccmpatjEe and synergistic with mnitoring and evaluation than 
others. 
A concluding ccnrment is in order. Simplicity and administration 
related issues were mentioned over and over by the systems operators. 
It was gnphasized that these aspects should be central i n  the design of 
any T/S system. The reasoning behind these s t a t a ~ ~ ~ t s  is not presently 
debatable, especially m n g  experienced systans operators. However, 
the potential inf llzmce tha t  microprocessor evolution is having and 
w i l l  continue to have on this aspect s b u l d  not be overlook&. In- 
creasingly, it is feasible to automate ac t iv i t ies  heretofore con- 
strained to be manually acccprrplished. With a u t m t i o n ,  or mchine dri- 
VPYI activity,  the rationale behind simplicity arguments should be re- 
wmined. Without t!! factor of human error, much in  the way of auto- 
matic corrective routines are feasible. And much ir, the way of system 
features now considered very useful, but too ccmplex t-o be practical, 
became real is t ic .  This can and certainly s b u l d  be iactored into any 
current T/S systems design. 
OUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
MR. THEODORE FRENSCH, Hewlett-Packard: 
Can you elaborate on the  double o r  t r i p l e  redundancy? I can see f o r  
catastrophic f a i  1 ures t h a t  double redundancy works where, simply, 
there i s  no output. But what i s  the p r a c t i c a b i l i t y  f o r  frequency 
s h i f t s  i n  double redundancy? 
MR. MITCHELL: 
That considerat ion i s  one o f  the th ings t h a t  l e d  t o  t r i p l e  redun- 
dancy choice i n  DATRAN, the idea being t h a t  Tor amplitude f a i l u r e s ,  
c e r t a i n l y  double redundancy al lows you t o  decide which one has 
f a i l e d  and which one i s  operat ing normally so you can swi tch appro- 
p r i a t e l y .  But f o r  phase-type changes, i f  you have a phase s h i f t  i n  
one o f  two sources, i t i s  d i f f i c u l t  i f  no t  impossible t o  determine 
which one i s  r i g h t  and which one i s  wrong. Whereas, i f  you have 
three, you can do ma jo r i t y  vot ing. 
That i s  we l l  and good. Our experience, again from a p r a c t i c a l  
p o i n t  o f  view, was the  c lock as i t  was b u i l t .  Admittedly, we spent 
an appreciable sum t o  make i t  r e l i a b l e .  But i t  was so r e l i a b l e  t h a t  
t h a t  came i n t o  p lay  so in f requent ly ,  never i n  my experience w i t h  
DATRAN, t h a t  t h a t  almost f e l l  i n t o  the realm o f  an academic con- 
s iderat ion.  Does t h a t  answer your quest ion o r  address what you are 
d r i v i n g  a t?  
MR. FRENSCH: 
Are you saying, then, you a c t u a l l y  don ' t  need any redundancy o r  are 
you saying t h a t  catastrophic f a i l u r e s  were more common than 
frequency 5hi f t s ?  
MR. MITCHELL: 
Yes, i n  our case we d i d n ' t  have e i t he r .  When ycu have a network 
t h a t  p o t e n t i a l l y  has 8,000 channels on it, you c a n ' t  a f f o r d  t o  have 
no redundancy, even i f  i t  only happens once every 30 years. F i r s t  
o f  a l l ,  i f  you had t o  get  out  and t ry t o  market the network and 
somebody s ta r ted  asking questions about the market serv ice on the 
network, i t would cause you problems. 
I n  fac t ,  some o f  our s t a t i o n  clr,ks i n  the three-way repeaters 
were 60 mi les from the maintenance center. So you are t a l k i n g  about 
hours before the serv ice could be restored i f  you d i d n ' t  have some 
k ind  o f  backup there and the  c lock  d i d  f a i l .  So I t h i n k  you c a n ' t  
a f f o r d  t o  go w i t h  no redundancy j u s t  from a p r a c t i c a l  p o i n t  o f  view. 
But as f a r  as going t o  the expense, and I would guess t h a t  the 
expense o f  the DATRAN clocks went up 50% due t o  the t r i p l e  redun- 
dancy, and c e r t a i n l y  the development problems were increased by a t  
l e a s t  50%; you know, the design problems f o r  the people t h a t  pro- 
vided it. Had they no t  had the t r i p l e  redundancy t o  contend w i th ,  
the design would have gone a l o t  more smoothly; no t  t o  say t h a t  i t  
d idn '  t go r e l a t i v e l y  smoothly anyway. Yes, s i r ?  
DR. C. C. COSTAIN, National Research Council: 
Data Route has i n s t a l  l e d  a terminal i n  our laboratory and we 
cont inuously monitor t h e i r  frequencies. We are, i n  f c c t ,  going t o  
feed back t o  them d i g i t a l l y  on the network t h e i r  o f f s e t ,  which they 
can use as they wish opera t iona l ly .  But I j u s t  wanted t o  mention 
t h a t  a f t e r  we were monitoring, there  was a catastrophic f a i l u r e  o f  
t h e i r  master i n  Toronto, o r  t h e i r  sync channel, whatever, o r  some- 
t h i n g  i n  the loop. Montreal took over and they were ra the r  
pleased they had i t  because i t  was a hol iday weekend w i th ,  o f  
course, the l e a s t  experienced, most j u n i o r  engineer i n  charge. The 
system d i d  exac t ly  what i t  was supposed t o  do i c  case o f  a f a i l u r e  
o f  equipment. We monitored i t  b e a u t i f u l l y  and we were ra the r  pleased 
t o  have tne experiment, which you woi l ldn ' t  create normally. 
MR. MITCHELL: 
Very good. You touched upon a p d i n t  I neplected t o  mention t h a t  d i d  
come out i n  the survey. The f a c t  t h a t  these t im ing  and synchroniza- 
t i o n  systems seldom f a i l  caq be important,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  a m i l i -  
tary- type environment, because i t  means t h a t  the  people who have the 
responsibi  1 i t y  f o r  maintaining them when they do f a i  1, have fo rgo t ten  
what t o  do because i t ' s  been so long since they had a s i m i l a r  prob- 
lem. So i f  you have a network t h a t  automat ica l ly  heals it- 
s e l f  i n  some sense, t h a t  i s  an advantage. I t  i s  probably even more 
so an advantage i n  a m i l i t a r y  network o r  c r i t i c a l  network than i t  
would be i n  a commercial network. 
